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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 696 
THE PROBLEM OF THE PROPELLER I N YAW 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AIRPLANE STABILITY* 
By Franz Misztal 
I . CALCULATION OF THE FORCES PRODUCED 
BY A PROPELLER IN YAW 
Assume the p ropelle r slope s at angle cp to the hori-
zontal (fig . 1) while exposed to a horizontal air stream 
of velocity w. Then the velocity w can be divided into 
two c 0 mp 0 n en t s : 0 n e a x i a l, P e rp end i c u 1 art 0 the p 1 an e 0 f 
t h e blade and one transverse , (in the ve r tical plane) per-
pendi cul a r to the axis of rotation. Now, the rotati on of 
the blade about the axis at angular velocity w, brings 
the true relative peripheral velocity of a blade element 
into qle positio n (r,,9-) r w + u q = rw + u qo sin ,9-
(fi g . 2), which, geometrically combi ned with the axial com-
ponent, yields its relative velocity of flow. The flow 
about a blade element, which is variable across the per iph-
eTy, is further disturbed by the self-induction and the 
problem is to define the induced additional velocities and 
through it the true flow attitude about the element in ev-
ery po int of the plane of the blade wherein the forces, se t 
up by the element, are given according to the airfoil 
theory . 
A first attempt to explore the energy conditions of a 
propeller in yaw was made by Clarke . (Reference 1 . ) Dis -
r ega rding the induced additional velocities he educed a 
force perpendicular to the axis of rotation which was pro-
portional to the angle of setting o f the propeller axis 
with respect to the direction of flight . 
*I1Zur Frag e der schrM.g angeblasenen Propeller ." Abhand-
lun~en aus dem Aerodynamischen Institut an der Technischen 
Hochsch ule Aachen, No. 11, 1932, pp . 5- 27 . 
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1>:; 0 r ere c en t 1 Y the 1) rob 1 em was n t t a c .,: e d. '0,; E. Pis t ole s i 
(r efer ence 2) in h is in;esti ~ation on a propeller of con-
stant blade width and consta n t g eometrical coefficient of 
adv an ce on the premises of co n stan t i.duced axial and ~e­
ripheral additional velocities acrOss the e n tire blade a~ea 
and d istribution of the indu ce d Bxial additive velocitie s 
cau s e d by the yaw proportional to t~e radius end confor m-
ably to a sine curve o n the p eriphe ry, while these be co me 
ze rO in the pe ripheral d irection. Owin g to t h e some~hat 
a rbitrary mathematical assumption of this a:1A.lysi s whic!:. 
p r o~ab l y is to be valid for any y aw of the p ropeller a~a inst 
the d irection of the relative air, t h e discrepancies, a t 
lea st at small ang les of attack, that is, normal servic e 
c onditi o n s of the propeller, are - as proved elsewheru -
abnormal wit h res p ect to the actual flow attitude. 
On the other hand, by virt u e of the g eneral ization of 
the latest results of t h e propeller theor~, the flow ab o~t 
the p ro p eller bla d es is now amenable to exact analytical 
defin ition. 
The basis of t h e coordinAte system is formed by t ~r € e 
axe s p erp endicular to each other (figs. 1 and 2): axis y 
of the p rope ller, (rotation), axis x in tl'le plane of t~e 
blade (rotat i o n ), pe rpe~d iculnr to t h e direction of air 
flow a~d axis z pe r p e nd icular to x. In t~is reference 
sy stem t h e velocity w is pa rallel to t~e yz plane a~d 
fo r ms with axis y the angle ~ , which i s equivalent to 
the slope of the propeller a x is ag~ inst the ~ irection of 
air fl ow and which is ca:q.ed Ilangle of attack of the p r o~e l-
1 e r. II 
J ow consider t h e flon attitude about blade element 
t dr at dista n ce r from t h e axis of rot ation (t = jlade 
'IV i d t ~l ) • The in flo w vel 0 c it ;r (0 r reI a t i v e f 1 i g 1: t s pee d ) w 
is divi d ed into axial a nd tr a nsverse co mponents Wo a nd 
u qo (fi g . 1) whereby the axial velocity Wo is held c on-
s ta n t w II i 1 e cp , II the an g leo fat t a c k 0 f t h e p ro p e 11 e r II i s 
c~a~ged. The lateral velocity (sidesli~ ), u q y ields a 
o 
tange~ tial comp onent u q ( fi G . 2) constant ac ross the ra-
dius, and a r adia l component which, being small compared to 
the axial velocity, can be disrega rded. , .. , U' .!....- a :1(1 --
2 2 
Let 
rep resen t the induced axial and periphera l additive veloc-
ities at (r, ~) of the plane of t h e blade, whose result -
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ant is c' 
2 
Then the flow attitude is defined by the ve-
lo c ity components 
additive velocity 
U o = r W ano. 
(Fi g . 3.) 
and the induced 
I f the axis of rot Rt ion is para llel to the direction 
of f low, that is, u q = 0 an d w = WOo the corresponding 
wl O u
l
O c'o induce d additive velocities would be -~-. -~- and -~-. 
Simult a neously it is a s sumed in accord with the general 
p rop eller theory that the induced velo ci ties at infini ty be-
hind the p lane of the blade attain to twice the value even 
in the case of propeller in yaw, or in other words, that 
the s ma ll frictional losses o n the blades and the jet con-
traction and autorotation of the propeller slipstream are 
neglected. 
In ag reement with the air f oil theory (f i g . 3) the 
thrust an d the tangential force of a bl ade element at the 
point (r , ~). relative to area rd-&-dr . are: 
dS = [dA cos ~ ' - d W s in ~ ' ] ~1t = 2n 
c a zt p v'2 sin ~' [t~~-~ ' - 'J drd ,9-2n 2 ( 1 ) 
dT = fdA sin p ' + dW 13 '] d~ cos = an 
~~ '2 f l t;~~~ I) drd, ,9-zt p v sin ~ ' + 2n 2 L ( 2 ) 
where zt = total blade width at raqius r. v = effec ti ve 
air flo w velocitYl pI = induced pitOh angle. c a = lif t 
c oeffic i ent and ( = lift-drag rat io (for infinite s pa n) of 
the element, 
According to Fig ure 3 ; 
w ' 
sin 13' 
wo + 2 
= -------
v 
and 
te.n 13 ' 
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Putting: 
and 
yields 
where in r x = R 
u q 
'1\' 
Wo 
= ------ -. ., , a 
Wo + l!._ 2 
u' 
u 
0 2 ~Q. 
'1\' -------i w + Y[~ U o 0 2 
w tan cp sin ~ 0 
sin ~ ' 1 Wo 
'1\' c a 
tan ~' = ------~-----­
'I\! i X + '1\' a Ak 
wok, 
(R - outside radius) and ~ 
( 3 ) 
(4) 
( 5 ) 
( G) 
Wo 
= = coef -Rw 
ficient of propeller advance referred to the axial inflow 
velocity and v is approximately replaced by the undis -
turbed relative veloci ty c (assuming ~~ s mall with re-
2 
spect to c (fig. 3); '1\' a and '1\' . co rrespond to the 
the oretical and the total lnduced eftici e ncy* of the blade 
element in the propeller theory. 
The additive tang ential velocity u q changes the ef -
f ective angle of air flow of the element i by the a moun t 
6i. Accordingly its lift coefficient is 
Expressing 
= 
+ 6i 
dc 
a 
di 
= p (i in radians ) 
* The fo r mulas and concepts used, and presumed as kno wn , are 
fro m Bienen and v. Kar man's report: On the Theory of Pro-
peller s, V.D.L, 1924, p. 1237. 
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g iv e s 
( 7 ) 
!ta k ing due allowance for the last relations in e qua-
w 2 
t i O~1 S ( 1 ) an d (2) we have, with p 0 = q : 2 0 
c ;~[ ~ii (1 d x d -8-, dS = a o (1 + P 6i) Rqozt x + T)1 k ------2nT) l a. a ( 1 1 ) 
c a 
[1 ~r. T)I k l ] dX d -3-d T 0 (1 + p 6 i) Rqozt c + ( - J..l:. x + - - _ . . _-2nT) ' Wo a. / a ( 2 1 ) 
wh ich leaves the chang e in ang le of air flo ~ 6i rel at ive 
to ~, relative to th e p osition of the bl a de element in the 
pl an e of the prop eller an d relative to t h e charact e ri st ic of 
t he bla d e profile . According to Fi gure 3 : 
( 8 ) 
or , wh e n rep l a ci n g the small a n g le d ifferences by sine 
v e. lu e s: w 
u q 0 C 1 c 1 6i 0 + c -= - - ---2 Co Co 2c ( 8 1 ) 
The indu ced velocity c l can be defined by the mo men-
tum t heo r y , wh ere~y the small frictional losses, the j e t 
co n tr a c t ion an d tDe autorotation of the vortex system a re 
dis re s a rded. Th e velocity in p oint (r,-8-) is visualize d a s 
s ymmet r ical ly distributed on the p eriphery and we wri te : 
dA = (1 + p 6i) ztdr p WI = p2nrdr(w + --)c l 
o 2 
and for t h e c a se of the p rop ell e r in axial flow of veloci t y 
Wo u i th e qual an gular velocity w: 
2 WI 
V 0 
dAo = c a zt d rp -_Q = p 2nrdr (w o + -2--) c 1 0 0 
Abain 
t l1a t t:1 e s e 
v and v a re re p l a ced bv o • 
t wo equatio n s f i nall y be c ome 
c and so 
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C I :2 
= (1 + P Lli ) c b, 
c l 2 0 C 0 
( 9 ) 
Wi 
W:lere 0 
Wo + 2 b = --------
Wo + Wi 
2 
Then , e quations (8) and ( 9 ) concede : 
Ll i = 
~9.~2. - =-~~ (-~ b - 1) C Co 2 Co Co 
------------ " ._- - --_._--
C 10 C 
1 + P b 
2 Co Co 
Ac c ording to Figur e 3: 
= J w'2 + 
o 
a2d , by ap p ro ximation: 
wh iC 11 i s 
k = ta :1. 
= 1 + 
Co = 
c 
'" 1 
u 
o 
c~ 
k i\ --y~-- , 
x :2 + i\ '2 
'2 
e qui valent to neglecting th e terms with k, a~d 
cp sin e ~ < 1, 0 r b et t e r tan (:P< 1. I n add i t i 0 :1 : 
CIO = 
2 Co 
tan ( ~ I - ~ ) 
o 0 
W I 
+ 0 Wo -2- Wo 
-----uT~ u
o 
u - ---
o 2 
Wi 
W 0 + -20. 
1 + --------
U U IO o -
2 
Wo 
1.1 o 
• 
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or with 
u' 0 
li o - 2 '110 
-------- = T)i 
w'o 
U o 
Wo + 2 
c' 
o = (:L .., T)~) 
2 ~o 
(11) 
n er e T). = ~nduced efficiency of the blade element at radi-
1 
us r of propeller in axial air flow of Wo velocity. 
Now equation (10) beco hl es: 
(1 0 ') 
The determination of b is obtai~ed from Figure 4 , 
:.~ / / 
2 
where c' is ge ome tric a lly divided into 
2 
c' -~- ~ c' because: 
2 2 
When 
1 = 
b Wo + '11'0 
2 
c' --~- / / 2 
c' 
__ CL 
2 
w' 
w' + 
0 2 
\7' 
Wo + --~ 2 + 
------ ---
Wo + '1'1' 0 
2 
c' 
and _-L 
2 
1 c' 
-I-c 2 0 
---------- = --------
wI c l w + 0 Co + 0 0 
2 2 
W' z 
2 
----------
W + w' 0 0 
2 
_9..~ we may 2 
c' 
-_Q. and 
2 
put 
8 -
and 
or 
" 
.;' ., 
I 1-' ' .•• 
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• • • • • .,.., . • • :. : j ' . .i~. • \." . .r. • ~~. 
W' 
2 = c' 
-2- 2 
___ ,Z,_____ = 
TI w 'o 0+---
2 
... 
c 1 I:; i 
2c 
w' 
2 
- -----_.- = 
W' 
'tr 0" + --<:.. 
2 
Finally th e last equations yield : 
b = 
. .. 
c' 
2c 
I:; i 1 
b 
(1 2 ) 
·. putting b = ·1 -; in equation ( g ) 
' I in e quat ion s (9) and (12) 
.( 1'0 ' ), we ca.n defi~e ...... ~ . by 
t ions . The thu s o'bt"ained . b 
as first approximation fro m 
'means of the fir:;)t two e qua-
value inserted in (10') and 
of the latter developed ac-the numerator and denominator 
c o rd'ing , t ·o , k and.: "' ('1 ,,'- ;ff.l i) , 
be cQnsi~~red ,as being of th e 
in wh ich both quantities may 
same o rd e r, then obtains t o 
• • ," ~. !,. . ~ • 
~ A2 . 
"1' - -~~~- ------~~~-~------ II - kA--~-'o- - (l~'nt) ---~~- l u - 2 2 2 . I '2 2 
X + 1-.2 'lIi x2 + p(l-'lIi) A.x+I-.2 ; x + /\ , '1li A +1-. 
- - -------------_._----------------------- ---------------- --
. 
( 10 't ) 
( the term s o f the second and h i gher ~ rder being negl ec ted .) 
For the cas e 0 f z e r 0 " 1 0 a d fa c tor' 0 f b 1 a dee 1 em e n t 
(or '1li = 1), its chang~ in angle of flow becomes 
[
1 - k I-. ___ :: ___ J 
x 2 + 1-.2 I , . 
(lO'I' a ) 
(chan g e in angle after neg Lect{ri~ th e in du ced additive ve-
locities , whioh may b~ ex~r essed ~s ·geome tr i cal change in 
an g le . ) 
• 
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But ~i dro p s considerabl y from this value with the 
load rating (fig. 5) which indicates that the angular 
change is reduced by the autorotation. From this it is 
seen that highly loaded propellers are less sensitive to 
sideslip. Figure 5 shows, aside from the ~i curves de-
fineo. from (10 ."), those accurately computed a cco rd.ing to 
(8 1 ), (9 1 ) and (12) at k = + 0.2 for different A,x as 
parameter versus ~i' ( A,x = coefficient of advance at ra-
dius x). It becomes manifest that the eY-act t, i values 
are subordinate and become greater only by higher load rat-
ing . 
Now it should be of inter est t o examine more clo sely 
the d istribut ion of the induced additive velocities due to 
sideslip u q ' To this end it is assumed that the angular 
change ~i is, in first ap p roximation equa l to the geo met-
ri ca l, i.e., to the neglected induc ed additive velocities 
Then, 
ponents as 
and 
when 
w' s 
e xp res s i 21 g the cor res p 011 din g vel 0 cit ;y c 0 m-
W '- w ' u l = u' - u' 0' S 0 
c' = s 
J 2 2 
w's + u' s 
and approximately put: 
WI 
X 
- A-c's' u l C I s Jx 2 11, 2 s -0 2 11,2 S + + 
and 
x A, 
WI = - ----- - C' u l = C' 0 Jx <> + 11,2 0' 0 I 2 11,2 0 '\ X + 
equ atio n ( 9 ) yi el d s: 
c l W i u l 11,2 rl ~{ A, ~2-';-~2 J (9a) -_.Q. --.Q. s pk + = = -------c
' 
w' u' x 2 11,2 l 0 0 0 + 
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The last equations give a clear picture of the distri-
bution of the induced additive velocities in the plane of 
the blade due to sideslip. Their ratio to the corresponding 
induced velocities of the propeller in axial air flow, i . e. 
w:1en u q = 0 and w = wo ' diminishes considerably with 
the radius after having reached the maximum in the vicinity 
of x =~ . The distribution over the periphery is in first 
ap ~ roximation conformably to a sine curve. 
The total thrust and the torque are scarcely changed 
in the ir mean value by the yawing position of the propeller, 
and can be computed according to the usual method of the 
p ropelle r theory. The two values increase in the half of 
t he plane of the blade where k = tan ~ sine ~ is positive 
a n d decrease in the other half, so that the mean value re-
mains p ractically constant and equal to the propeller in 
axial air flow of wo velocity and with the same revo lu-
tions . On the other hand, the center of gravity of the 
t hrust is, under these circumstances, no longer in the p ro-
pell e r axis, as result of which a yawing moment perpendicu-
l a r to the axis of rotation is set up with respect to the 
prope ller axis. Simultaneously there is a mean transverse 
force, p erpendicular to the propeller axis, as a resul t o f 
the unsymmetrical distribut ion of the tangential forces over 
the p eriphery. 
The position of the resultant thrust which, mOre ove r, 
is counted parallel t o the propeller axis, is defined by 
coordina t e s of its intersection with the plane of the blade : 
2111 
J J dS x R s in ~ 
o 0 
2TI 1 
J J dS 
o 0 
o 0 
zTI l 
J J dS 
o 0 
(13) 
The transverse force components are: 
• 
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Q,x = 
2TI 1 
J J dT cos ~ 
0 0 
2TT 1 
Q,z = J J dT sin ~ (14) 
0 0 
( 1 I ) and (2 I ) , In e quations ~'a and ~'i can be 
r ep l a ced by their mean values ~a and ~i and considered 
as b eing equal to the respective quantities of the pro p eller 
in ax ial flow (constant ove r the per i phery) . It is, nam e ly: 
Wi 
W + ---
o 2 
wherei n b becomes smaller or g re a ter than 1, accor d i ng 
to whe t ~ er k is p ositive or nega tive and , for the r e s t , 
de v iete s only at lar g e k values and in the neighborho od 
of the hub more app reci a bly from 1. This also holds f o r 
~ i • 
Th u s the replacement of 6,i in ( 1 I ) and ( 2 I ) b y 
equ<J. t j.o n ( 10 I ) reveals that 
2 TTI 
J J dS x R cos ~ 0 
0 0 
a n d 
2n I I J J dT cos ~ = 0 
0 0 
i.e., tha t the resultant of the thrust intersects the plane 
of the b lade on the X axis (fig. 1) and that the transverse 
f o r ce of the propeller lies on t he Z axis. The vectors of 
t he yawing mo ment and of the transverse force therefore coin-
cide wi th the Z axis. 
Developing the other two equations (1 3 ) and (14), 
omi t ting the small te r ms of second and higher order and in-
teg r a ting according to ~, then results in: 
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Yawing moment of propeller: 
Iv; = SXo = 
1 t m 1 C zt 
R2 '1. _@:.!!J_ J -~--
2 0 A 0 'rI a. 
wherein S = mean thrust, and the transve rse force: 
and 
2 1 cazt.,;;;: 2 1 !.@:.!!.sp J 
r.:t = R '1.0 ---- x + A 2 A () 
'TIn. 
X [A x d 'TI + ~2-~-~~ ) + ------- + 'TIi 
x 2 + A2 \ a. 
To make the formulas clearer we insert 
rr)i = 
C
m 
A 
x 
AI 
X 
x 
= 
___ M. __ 
2 
R TTq R 
w 2 
P 0 
'1.0 2 
= -----
'1. 2 W 
P 2 
c
'1. 
= 
= 
Jl + AI 2 
X 
---------
.,; 1 + \ 2 /\ X 
-_Q..-
2 R TT '1. 
cos 2 cp 
• 
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with Alx = geomet r i c a l and. A = ind.-t..1.ced. coefficient of 
advance on periphe r al r adius x and em = y awing mo ment 
and c q = transve r se f orce coefficient. 
Th erefDom follows: 
C m = <P sin 2 cp (1 5 ' ) 
C q = 'if sin 2 cp (1 6 I ) 
where 
E: + P ( 1 5 11 ) 
1 1 A' 1 
'if = -- J c a Z t --~ === 
4RTT 0 A. x ~ A,:3 
X 
2 + 
A' x 
( :3 2 Ax - A' x) ] (A' + () A + ---------
x . , x A ' 
+ p -------------.----------~---
1 + p(A 'x - Ax) + A.j. 'x 
dx 
Note, that c a ' E: and 
of at tack of profile in 
c' a 
c a 
p = 
dc 
(c ' a = -d ~ , 
radians) are far infinite 
i _. aug l e 
span. 
The last two equations offer a basis for the examina-
tion of propeller energy and for its dynamic effect under 
practically any lik ely running condition . 
With the present system of coordinates (fi g s. 1 and 2 ) 
a p rop eller ro t ating wit h velocity w at an angle to its 
aAis and with angular velocity W is subjected to the fol low-
i n g forces! a thr st in the Y axis (axis of rotatioL) con-
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trary to axial component Wo and a transverse force i n the 
Z axi s in direction of the transverse component u qo of 
the velocity of air flow, a torque about the Y axis con-
trary to rotation w (and equal to the engine torque) and a 
yawing moment about the Z axis, both - viewed contrary to 
velocity components Wo and u qo in th e same effective 
direction. Thrust and torque are, as already ~hown, scarce-
ly dependent upon ~ when the axial component of Wo and w 
remain constant, and equivalent for the propeller in axial 
flow. These two principal forces are readily computed.* 
The transverse force like the yawing moment is depend-
ent On the angle of attack of the propeller, in addition to 
being largely interdependent with all its parameters, that 
is, with the blade form and characteris tics of the blade 
profile s, the coefficient of advance and loading and its 
course over the radius. These quantitie s being defined in 
the design for normal coefficient of advance, the desired 
forces are readily obtained by graphi c integration from 
(15") and (16 11 ). It is merely necessary to write the 
A 'x val u e sin the res p e c t i v e for mu 1 as. w h i c h cor res p 0 n d t 0 
the pr opeller load curve corrected with K = f (R(l - x), 
Z, sin ) ~ , J, t 0 ins u r e 11 fin i ten urn be r 0 fbI ad e s . II ( Ref e r-
e nce 3.) For stud ies of propellers unde r operating atti-
tudes at other coefficients of advance, (r,eference 4) 
Trolle r 's graphi c method for propeller po lara is of advan-
tag e. He uses an aUXiliary diagram (fig . 6 ) which shows 
the cazt 
xR 
angl e ~'x = 
the formula 
values for different Ax as parameter versus 
arc tan A'x' The basi s of this diagram is 
fro m the general propeller theory. 
Putting = constant, which is acceptable for 
practically all profiles in the usual angle of attack range, 
*See reports cited here as well as others by Th. V. Bienen, 
Th. v. Karman and Th. Troller. 
• 
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and tracing (.:~~~)o corres po nding t o normal operating atti-
tude in the graph, a straight l in e at slope 
d ~ lx di xli 
caz t 
xR 
all which the call be drawn thr ough this po int , val-
ue of all other operating attit u des lies. Even the exact 
rC a = f(~lx)) curves of the respective profiles c a n be 
traced for this purpose into the diag ram in the zt scale. 
xR 
TheD we define through the intersection o f the particular 
~x l ine and the straight line (or ca~~) curves the cor -
xR / 
res p onding ~IX and A.'x value. T o account for the "fin i te 
numbe r of blades" the ordinates of the straigh t lines and 
cu rves are multiplied by factor K = feR(l - x), z, 
sin e ~ ' xJ , aft e r w h i c h the ~ I and ~ 'x val u esc Orr e s-
pon el ing to the given ~x can be ~ea d on t h e abscissa. In 
this manner the necessary ~'x c a ' (p; ~;~) and E: 
v alue s are readil y ob t a inable for any op erat ing atti tude . 
An example wil l illustrate the magnitude o f the yawing 
moment and transverse force with a certain propeller as 
well as the shortest method of calcul at ion : 
The dimensions of a p ropeller for a high-spee d airplane 
are: 
Outside diameter D = 2.50 m 
Mean load factor 0 = 0.20 
Normal coefficient of 
advance ~ 0.312 
Froduc~d thrust S :::: 290 kg 
At flight altitude H ;: 3 ,000 m 
With flight speed w = 290 km/h 
Engine power, s ea level N = 6 50 hp 
Revolutions n = 1,980 r.p.ID. 
f.. 
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The propeller was designed a ccording to t he Bienen-
v . Ka r man method under the assumption of op timum thrust 
g r a~ ing with a view to frictioll and finite blade numb e r . 
Th e blade pro f ile charac t eristi c s , constant across t he 
wh o l e radius, a re: 
c a = 0 . 80, p = ca 
c' a 
= 6.10, ( = 0.02 
TABLE I. 
x= r / R . 28 .36 .48 . 60 .72 . 905 I llJ ! 
, I 
caz t(m) .394 .400 . 400 .359 .288 .158 , i 
I 
I 
I 
f.. x 1.115 . 866 . 650 . 520 .433 . 345 
i 
\ I 
I I 
f..1 1.290 .991 . 740 .589 .488 .382 I 
-* 
! 
. 312 x .063 ! .0685 d<P I 
. 0295 .0470 .0775 .100 .111 .090 , dx I ! 
I 
d'ojr I I .0975 .09 50 .0880 .0740 .0560 .0285 i dx J 
caz t (m) .180 . 175 I .180 .170 . 153 I .0883 1 , i I I , \ f.. x I 
I ! i I 1.43 i1 .11 I .834 .666 .555 .442 I 
I ! 
I 
f..' 
1
1
.
53 11.175 I . 879 .700 . 585 .463 I I I X 
I 
I 
I 112 . 95 
i 
. 40 P 13.10 13 .95 13.60 11. 53 10.95 I .043 I .066 I ! 
I .037 I 
! I ( .040 .039 .037 .033 
I 
.031 
I d\'P I 
i dx I •0196 1 .031 .0305 .0672 .0772 1 .0620 
I I I d \lf I .0940 I 
I I , 
.0555 1 dx .0910 .0845 . 0720 .0280 I 
caz t (m) ! .564 ! . 570 .558 .476 I .378 I .210 
I 
I I I I ! I f.. x . 893 
! 
. 695 I .521 .41 7 .347 I .276 1 I , 
I I I f..' 
I 1.107 I . 854 .630 . 500 .421 .328 ; x I i I I I i , i •251 P I 3 . 34 j3 .34 I 3 . 43 3. 96 4.0 , 4.0 i .079 .0 64 I ; 
! 
I I 
I I I I I E: .027 ! .027 .023 I . 020 .020 .020 , ! I 
.
0545
1 
I I ~ I I I I I I .0365 ' . 0945 I . 123 I .1 39 .117 I dx , ! I I , 
00705 i 
, 
I d ~ I .0830 I I I .0900 : . 0885 ! I .0550 ! .0290 1 dx I I 
• 
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Table I demonstrates a suitable calculation scheme. 
The calculation was also made fOr ot he r operating attitudes 
(A1 - = 0.25 and Az = 0.40). It is seen that whereas the 
coefficient of the transverse force changes very little 
with the operating attitude, that of t~e yawing moment in-
creases considerably at small coefficients of advance. 
For the normal A = 0.312 
c m = 0.063 sin 2 ~ 
and 
c q 0.0685 sin 2 ~ 
or a yawing moment 
39 kg/m 
and a transverse force 
z Q = R rrq c q = 34 kg 
for ~ = 10 0 and the prescribed oper a tin~ conditions of the 
propeller. 
The thrust is shifted along a x is X by the fraction 
of radius 
r 
R = 13.5 per cent 
and the ratio of transverse force to thrust is 
£L= 11.7 per cent 
S 
For comparison we have c ompiled in Ta bles II, III, a nd IV, 
and in Figures 7 and 8 the results of the experiments (ref-
eren ce 5) made in the Nationa l Physical Laboratory, to ge ther 
with figures obtained fro m equations (1 6 ') and (1 6"). 
The model wa s a fou r - blade propeller with D = 0 . 305 m diam-
e t era n d nor rna 1 c 0 e f f i c i en t 0 fad v a n c e A = O. 2 3 5 and 0 = 
0.3 6 5 load rating. Blade width, prof ile characteristics 
and coefficient of advance over t h e radius are given in 
Table II. 
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'A 
.
2 3 5
1 
I 
---------
x = r/R 
-------- -
cazt(m) 
'Ax 
\" x 
p 
I E: 
-------
.1 5 
--- .----
.108 
1.568 
2 .0 5 
3 . 50 
.0 60 
, d Ijr 
- d-- .077 
.30 
\" 
x 
p 
I 
TABLE II. 
--------r--·---·--r-·-------· --- -----.----
. 30 . 60 . 90 Ijr 
-- - --- -- . . _-- ------ .----- --- -----------
.117 .111 .0 61 
.784 . 3 92 .2 61 
. 922 .470 .310 
4.75 6 .50 6.95 .07 25 
.042 .0 32 .0 25 
.097 .08 6 .0 433 
- ----- - ------- --------
- - ------- --
.0690 .0695 .0411 
1.00 .50 .333 
I, 1.102 
8.05 10.55 .071 
. 543 .362 
10.30 
--~-j---;~t-J-------j--~~;;-L~~;-~-1--:: ;;:-1-- ---------I cazt(m) I I .1 64 .151 I .077 I 
.18 
I 'A x ·1'. . 60 . 30 i .20 
\" .779 .4075 \ .2 67 
x ! 
P 3.39 4.77 5.50 
E: 
dljr 
d x 
.059 
.1055 
.030 .0 3 5 
. 0925 1 .049 
.08 0 
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TABLE II I. 
~:~::~:::~~;=:=~~;~~=r::=f~~~;~t~~~~~f~~~!~I~~:::j~~~~:=== 
I).. . 244 .2261.222 1.217 .21.3 
Me asu red I c q .01 36 .02461.03561.0470 .0587 
TABLE JV. 
- --------------------1------------1-----------1----------1------------
I , 
'AI • 1 8 • 2 3 5 I . 30 
Calculated V .080 .0725 .0710 
--------- .-.. ----~~ 171 .187 .20 3 .22 6 . 247 .278 1.
292 
Measured at cp 10 I '=:~J I 
'4r i . 09 55j. 08 ,= 0i . 0815,. 0755 . 0720.0705 . 0 S 7 0 . 0730 
Th e comparison shows close a g ree ment between Our for-
mulas and the experimental data . Table III and Figure 7 
show the c q values for 'A = 0.235. Although the measure-
ments did not exactly obtain to this figure for 'A , it 
nevertheless was not necessary to correct the data , because 
the coefficient of transverse force in this range is prac-
tic a 11 y u 11 a f fee ted by 'A . ( F i g . 8) . Wh e n it i s not edt hat 
our experiments were confined to s Qall k values (tan cp < 1) 
the ambit of agreement app ears abundant, the more so, since 
according to Figure 7, the discrepancies of the theoretical 
curve fro m tn e true attitude will not be abnormally lar ge 
even a b ove cp = 25 0 • 
T~e calculated and measured ~ values for variable 
coefficient of advance 'A are co ;np iled in Table IV. The '4r 
values determined from (1 6 ") were arrived at from the data 
in Table II and Figu re 6 , whe reas the test data we re extra-
p olpted conformably to (1 6 1 ). Thes e data a re plotted 
ai?:a in.st 'A in Figure 8 on tll e th e oretically .iefined po ints . 
The load curve 0 _.-B __ evaluated from the measurements 
2 
R TIq 
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is also given for comparison. 
It is manifest that the chang e in proportionality fac-
t or Ijr of the transverse force for a given propeller of 
s t a ted shape and dimensions with A is insignificant, as 
moreover, is readily seen from (1 5 11 ) and. (1 6 "). For 
certain propeller dimensions the lift coefficient of the 
blade profiles becomes lower b;y increased A. and p == 
c' a . 
--- correspondlngly greater and vice versa. It follows Ca . 
from this, that when disregarding the inferior effect of 
t he change in ( and ~z' the proportionality factor ~ 
:z 
of the yawing moment decreases as A increases, whereas 
that of Ijr remains practically constant . This fact is 
v e ry significant when noting that the increase in A is 
followed by a lower propeller-load factor (fig. 8) and by 
a mark edly higher ratio of transverse force to thrust . 
The very fact that c q does not change with the co-
efficient of advance and consequently with the flight 
speed, makes it possible to demonstrate the effect of the 
yawin g p ropeller on the stability of the airplane very 
cl early. 
Assume, in place of t h e prop eller, an airfoil of sym-
metrical profile is rotatably disp osed about the propeller 
axis, that is, in such a way as to be able to automatically 
assume a setting perpendicular to the YZ plane (propeller 
axis - flight direction), and in the XY plane. Then the 
transverse force of the propeller can be replaced by the 
lift of this airfoil, provided this lift is always counted 
pe rp endicular to the propeller axis. For no r mal profil e s 
in the usual range of angles, a fairly close approximation 
gives t h e lift coefficient as 
Ca == ex, sin 2 cp (ex, == constant) 
with cp == angle of attack, figured. from the (ca == 0) line. 
Aft e r approximating the usual geo metrical profiles at ex, == 
2, the magnitude of this area (lift == transverse force) is 
= 1. t == -.i. 
a 
2 
R TT 
and the tr a nsverse force (lift): 
Q. = c f q a q 
=l 2 
2 
R TT 
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Expressed in this form the term lends itself rea d ily 
for use in the stability equations. 
Now in order to justify any gen era l 
behavior of a propeller in yaw the terms 
must be rid of the propeller dimensions 
This is accomplished by means of equati on 
transformed reads: 
dS 
0" - -------
2rTTdr q 
or 
remarks about the 
(15") and (1 6 11 ) 
(zt and R). 
(1), which, 
(la) 
A,2 Jl + A, 2 
= 2TTRx a ----~- -------~-
1 + A~ 1 - E:A~ 
The last equation, written 
l eaves it dependent only on Ox 
(p = Cia 
ca 
and E:). 
in 
and 
(1 5 11 ) and 
I\. x and an 
(1 6 " ) , 
Now it is readil y apparent that the ¢ and * values 
inc reas e with I\.x for c onstant Ox and profile character-
ist ics (p = c r a and E:). In other wo rds, the r a t io of the 
c q a nd c m values to Ox increas e s enormous ly wi th A x 
under these circumstances. By constant Ax and variable 
prop eller l oadings this ratio varies only slightly wit h the 
load rating and shows rather a tendency to drop at i ts in-
cr ease . 
For the first app roximation of the propeller forc e an 
older formula of the author can b e used . To integ ra te 
equation (14) over the radius the blade num"uer was assumed 
infinite and the total blade width expre s sed by 
as fun ction of the radiua, which is e quival ent to the load 
diqtribution 
:2 
X 1 - Tli 
Ox == 4 ------
Tl c., Tl i x2 + 1\.:2 
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2 U o x 11 a. 
replace d equation 
1Ii were kept as constant across the radius. 
proximation formula reads 
whe re 
W = 
'1 
an d 
Cia 
+ 
ca 
c \jr 0 sin 2 (.p q 1 
+ (11 (2 + Aarc tan ~ +. 
a. '- 1\ 
s = ~_=-_:2Q- £~~ 
11 a. Ca 
and 'lio 
The a.p-
(17) 
The mean efficiencies can be d etermined from 
2 11 a. = ----------
1 + Jl + 0 
11 i = _____ 2 _____ {l - 0 A 1 
1 +,/1+0 
with 0 = mean load r ati n g . 
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For the example in question the formula yields 
~l = 0 . 223 
or 
c q 
= 0.223 sin 2 c.p 
0" 
For c.p angle of attack of p ropell e r it is c 
_9... = 7 . 8 
(J 
per cent against the more exact value of 11 . 7 per cent. 
RESUME 
The theoretical analysis reveals that a propeller in 
yaw is subject to axial thrust and torque and in addition 
to a transverse force and a yawing moment . The transverse 
force subtends the axis in the ~lane defined by it and the 
airflow direction, and acts in direction of the sideslip 
component u qo ' The force couple corresponding t o the yawing 
moment lies in the plane through the propelle r axis and a 
p e r p endicular to this and the direction of flow, and acts, 
when viewed opposite to the axial and transverse velocity 
component, in the inverse direction of the propeller rota-
ti o n . For lightly loaded propellers with high coefficient 
of advance , that is , in high-speed airplanes, these forces 
can be co mparatively g r eat , and thereby affect appreciably 
the airplane stability and flight conditions during climb 
and banking . 
The transverse force may be assumed replaced by the 
lift of an airfoil disposed perpendicular to the flow di-
r e c t ion 0 f dim ens ion s 1. t = (_t_~iQ_£.9? R z 11 ), wh o s e 
ca 
(c a = 0) line is coincident with the propeller axis. 
This rep resentation reveals very clearly the relation be-
tween the transverse force of the propeller and the effect 
of the tail surfaces and their effect on the stability of 
· the airplane . 
This effect is particularly important in airplanes 
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wi th p ropellers moun ted far ahead (or back) of the center 
of gravity. The computed axial thrust a nd to rque undergo 
no percepti ble change in mean value for the p ro pe ll e r in 
y a w , although its varia tion about the mean v a l ue which is 
of the order of magnitude of the transverse force and syn-
chronize d with the rotative speed, ma y induce d a n ge rous 
blade flutter as well as vibration s in the whole propeller-
eng in e u nit. 
II. EXPER I MENT S ON THE EFFECT OF THE SLIPSTREAM 
ON THE CO NTROL SYSTEM OF AN AIRPLANE 
Part I of this report describes the phen o me na produced 
in the plane of the b l ade as result of the yaw of the p ro-
pel l er against th e flow and relativ e flight direction. I t 
was proved that th ereby the air forces acting on the prope l-
ler can momentarily be changed mate rially. 
Acco r ding ly the flow pattern aft of the propeller will 
also be different, s O that the air for ces on the parts of 
the airplane within the slipstream can be appreciably af-
fected. Ordinarily the mean direction of the developed 
slipstream, even apart ~rom the spiral , deviates fro m the 
flow direction and alters , above all, the effective mean 
f low angle of the affected surfaces. But the flow p ic t ure 
is very co mplex and not very readily amenable to a nal ys is. 
So in orde r to obtain a cl ear p icture of the slipst ream 
form and pa r ticul a rl y of its influence on th e controls, we 
explored th e f low behind the propelle r and i t s effe ct o n a 
fin by e xperiment. 
1. Test Arr angement and Method 
The expe riments were made on the propeller torque 
s tand i n the wind tunnel of the Aachen Aero dynam ic Ins titute . 
The model propeller (D = 0.40 m diameter, fig. g) was 
driven f r om an ele c tric motor mounted o n a post rotatabl e 
about two mutua ll y pe r pendicula r axes (fi g s. 10 and 11). 
The p ropelle r axis was turned in the ve r t ical plane against 
the flow direct ion. To minimize f l ow disturbances, we re-
• ! 
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sorted to fairi ng s. (See fi g . 10.) The propeller r e volu-
tions were recorded by stroboscope. The thrust was recorded 
in axial di rect i on by a s uitable diaphragm or thrust meter -
ing box. The instrument for recording the speed in magni-
tude and dire c tion is shown in Figures 12 and 13. The stat-
ic p ressure gauge A is rot atable about two mutually p e r-
pen d icular , axes meeting in the test paint , so that t h e po-
sition of the test point remains unchanged . The opposite 
s t a t ic tube s of the instrument are connected to U tub e s 
B. When th e axis of the static pressu re gaug e is coincid ent 
wi t~ t ~ e velocity direction the static pressure s in one p air 
of t ubes equal that in the other pai r. Then, when the U 
t ube s are set to z ero , by turning the instrument, the an g les 
for med by the air veloc it y with two mutually subtende d. 
plan es can be read on disk C and plate D which are 
marked off in degree s and vernier division. The zero posi-
tion on both degree divisions is determined in the same way 
b y stopped propeller . The sensitivity of the test app ara-
tus fo r angle change s can be regulated as desired by using 
more o r less sloping U tube s. For speed. quantit y p.:easure-
rne~ ts the inner, shielded tube is connected with one of t h e 
out si c e to a mano me t er . 
For i nvest i g ating the slipstr e a m effect on a swing 
wi th i n its rang e, a fin with s ymnetrical profile of 600 mm 
s p a n , 20 0 ,-ID chord and 2 0 mm Llickness was horizontally sus-
pe n ded on t11.e test balance, sO t hat the leading edg e of the 
fi n i nt ersec t ed t h e prop ell e r ax is at right angle , 1.10 m 
di s ta n t from the plane of the blade . Th e air loads on the 
fi n were measured with suitable diaphra~m boxes. 
The measurements were made for different an g les of a t -
t a c k of th e prope l ler axis a g ainst the a ir flow direction, 
i. e ., cp = 0 0 , 50, 100 and 15 0 , constant n = 2,500 r. p . m. 
a nd two air flow velocities corr esponding to q = 7.5 and 
15 kg /m 2 c.ynamic pressure, the axis being tu r ned i n t h e 
ver t ica l plane . Ma g nitude and direction of the v el o c it y in 
the slipstream was measured with the above described instru-
me n t in three successive cr oss sections pa rallel to the 
pl ane of rotation at z = 0.11, 0 . 58 and 1.1 6 m distance 
from the latter, that is, along one axis lying in the v e r-
tic a l p lan e a n d one perpendicular to t his in the stream 
ce nt er . Th e instrument wa s carried in these two directions, 
as seen in Fig ure 14, and was adjustab le p a rallel to the 
f lo w direct i on by means of a tube. The cente r of the 
stream could be accurately defined with the static pressure 
gauge , be c ause of its quick reaction to the sudden di r ec-
tional change s in velocity in this paint . When the instru-
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roent in the center itself is se t parallel to the vortex axis . 
the mano meter columns return to zerO setting for reasons of 
s y mmetry and sive very severe deflections even when only 
mi nutel y displaced from its position . 
2. Results of Tests 
Th e primary object of t h e me a surements was to gain an 
in s i gh t into the form of flow behind a propell e r. The re-
sults a r e shown in Fi g ures 15 and 1 6 for two running con d i-
t i oTI s. The velocities p ara llel to the stream center line 
a re p lotted a Gains t the dist a nce fro m the stream center. 
T~ e cent er line is d efine d by t h e center points in the in-
d i v i dual cross sections and shows at the same t i me the mean 
d irection of the propeller slipstream. The slipstream re-
ma i ns , inc'l. ependent from t h e ang le of attack of the propell e r, 
approx i mately cylindrical, and its boundary with the dis-
tan ce from the plane of t h e blade becomes only little in-
d is ti nct because of friction. The jet contraction is only 
sl ~Gh tl y perceptible directly behind the propeller, after 
~h ich t h e slipstream slightl y diverges again. 
T~ e air speed in the pla n e of the blade is the result-
a~ t o f inflow and induced velocity. As sho wn in Part r, 
th e air forces of the blade elements and as a result t h ere-
of t h e induced as well as the total velocities for the pro-
p ell e r in yaw a re ullsy mm etricall y distributed over the pe-
riphe r~ . The phase of t h is distribution is shifted by the 
a ut orotation of the vor te x s y stem with the distance from 
t h e plan e of the blade in relation to the radius and rate 
of slip stream rotation in the direction of rotatiQ~ of the 
p ropell e r. This likewise alters the velocity dist~ibution 
a c r o s s t he radius with respect t o the d\stanoe tro~ the 
p l ane of the blade. 
The mean di~eot1op of the ~lip Btream i~ defined as fol-
lows: t he propeller experiences, aside from the mean a xial 
th rust (leaving out the torque), a forc~ oompone~t p e r p en-
d icular to this, which in the present case is upward. · in t he 
v e rtical plane. According ly the air quantit~ t~aver si~g 
the plane of the blade is accelerated in both for ~e direc-
tions. The resultant mean air speed in the sl ipstream is 
therefore g eometrically composed of the additive velocities 
corresponding to air flow velocity and the cited forces. 
Fi gure 17: the sli p str e a m d i rection is g raphically shown 
for bot h runnin g conditio n s ", ith the respective q> = 5°, 
10 0 a ~1 d 1 5 ° . 
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The transverse force for the model, computed according 
to the known method, was 
--~- = 2 R TTq 0.125 sin 2 cp c = q 
The mean induced additive velocity corresponding to th e 
thrus t was taken from the measurements in crOss section 
z = 0.11 m behind the propeller, whereb y 
WI 
__ Sl = :'.9. 
W I S (J 
for the other velocity co mp onent. 
For cp = 50 the thus defined mean slipstream direc-
tion is in close agreement with the test data. With cp = 
10 0 t h e measured a ng le between mean s l i pst ream and air-
flow direction is somewhat smaller, and with cp = 15 0 it 
differs considerably fro m the calcul ated value. 
This discrepancy is due to the following: calcula tion 
did not allow for th e fact that the propeller slipstream, 
wh e n obliquely flowing i nto the main str e am , is surrounded 
by the enve l oping fluid. (Fi g . 18 . ) Now there is a pres-
sure d i ffe rence on the area of d isc ont inuity because of the 
probabl e vortex separation on the downstream side, which 
deflects the slipstream toward the air - flo w di rection. 
Thi s ef f ect is however , insignificant except at unduly 
l a r g e cp, so that in this r ang e the mean sl ips tr eam direc-
tion can be qu ite closel y approximated by t he above method . 
With the sa me wo r ki n g conditio n s of the propeller we 
then i nvesti g ated experimental ly the effect of the s lip -
stream on the air fo r ces directly on a fin wit h symmetri ca l 
profile (s pan : 60 0 mm , c hord : 200 mm , thicknes~ 20 illm) , 
wh ich , conformably to the ho rizontal tail unit, was placed 
horizonta lly about 1.10 m behind the plane of t he blade , sO 
that it s leading edge met the prope ller ax is . 
Figure 19 shows t~e te st data for the two ope r a ti n g 
attitudes with different <p as pa ramete r in the"" c a = f ( a f ) 
d ia g ra~s, c a being the lift coefficient r e ferred to total 
fin area and air-flow vel oc it y, and af the angle of at t ack 
of the f i n . When the propeller axis is p a rallel t o the a ir-
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flow direction the slipstream also is axial and the fin is 
in its center. Its angle of attack, because of the slip-
stream rotation, increases on one side and decreases on the 
other in the same measure. The re s ult is ~unsymmetrical 
lift distribution (refere nce 6 ) about the longit udinal axis 
which is opposite to the p ropeller torque and ba lanc e s it 
in pa rt. The mean lift however, remains about the same as 
if t here were no rotation in the slipstream , and it may be 
considered as being dependent on the axial velocity onl y in 
this case, i.e., that the fin loading incre a ses with the in-
duced axial velocity and the load rating of the propeller. 
But ordinarily, when the p ro peller axis slopes toward t~e 
f lo w dire ction, the mean rate of a dvance in the propeller 
sli-l "J stream also deviates from this di rection, and thereby 
cha~':ge s (that is, dec reas es) the effective mean angle of 
attack of the fin. On top of that, a s ~ increases the 
fin e mer g es more and more from without the sliFstream, so 
th~ in ou r case it is no long er ill contact with it when 
,~ =15° . (Fi g s. 15 and 1 6 .) 
Based upon this reasoning th e conditions may be brief-
ly summed up as follows: when the p ropeller axis is para l -
lel to the direction of flow the lift of the fin is in-
creased by the increment of tl e r ate of advance in the p ro-
peller slipstream . Turning the prop eller out of this posi-
tion , the lift then deviates from thi s value, partly be-
c au se of the decreased effective mean angle of attack of 
th e f in and partly as result of the e mergen c e of the fin 
from within the rang e of the hig her velocities. In Figure 
19 this is so displayed that the rise of the lift curves 
c a = f ( U d dec rea s e s wit 11 ~ w h i 1 e s i m u 1 tan e au s 1 ;r b e L1 g 
shifted parallel to the axis of the abscissa . 
Another diagram traced by means of the rCa = f(u~)] 
diag ram in FiGure 19, is Figure 20, vrhich shows the lif t 
c o ef ficient of the fin versus 9 for different fin dis -
placements with respect to the propeller ax is Uf as 
a 
pa r ame ter. Here the rise of the rCa = f(q;)) is seen to 
i ncrea se with the load r ating of the propeller, i\e . , that 
the effect of the velocity increase in the propeller slip -
st r eam p redominates. 
Any calculation of the air lands of a blade surfac e 
wi t Ii in the s 1 ips t I' earn ;n1.l s t firs t a fall rna ked u e a lIar a 11 c e 
for u~ symmetrical velocit y distribution and limited rall g e 
of h i g her velocities, that is, of the same order of magni-
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tude as the di mensio r. s of t h e s u rf a ce. In addition, the 
mean velocity far beh i nd the propeller is lower because of 
the friction an d its distributi on is altered. For paralle l 
position of pr opeller ax is to d irection of flow, the ratio 
of th e mean additive velocities at distance 0.11 m and 1.16 
m behind the plane of the bl ade is = 1.25 for ~ = 0.213 
a;J.d = 1.14 for ~ = 0.300. The fact that thOe velocit y rUs-
tribution far behind is altogethe r different from that in 
t~e p lane of the pl ate and load distribution (see fi ~s . 15 
and 1 6 ) r e nders it, moreover, dif fj.c u lt to find the in ter-
dependen ce between p ropeller lo a di ng and c on t rol surfaces . 
Co mpu ting the lift of t he fin a cc ording to 
l w2 
A = c a J t dox p 2 
o (1 8 ) 
wn e re w = velocity far behind the propeller, yields abno r-
mally high fi gu re s . 
Th e r at io of mean ve locit y of advan ce in the slipstream 
f a r b e~ ind the plane of th e blade to the undisturbed flow 
velocity is by app roxima tion according to the propeller 
t heor y : 
( 0 = mean l oa d factor of p ropeller.) With the l i ft pro-
portiona l to the squa re of th e speed and t h e measured v a lue 
for 0 equa t ion 
(1 9 ) 
yield. s 
f or ~ = 0 . 213 = 2.05 
0. 30 1. 4 2 
whe rein ca = lift c o e ff ici ent of a supportin g surface in o 
undis turbed flow and c a in the slip stream , both r eferr e d 
to t t e undi s turb ed flow velocity. 
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When extrapolating the c a values from the p l ot 
Figure 19, which are referred to the total fin area 
600 X 200 mm, according to 
1 c a - ( L - D)C ao 
= ------------~----
D 
(D = propeller dianeter), the measuremen ts yield with 
c a 
= 1°·213 - --~ = 
c 0 
0.30 -
1. 5 5 
1.24 
in 
L t = 
Here the discrepancy betwe en the theor e tical and t~e 
experimental c a values i s markedlY pronounced. . It is 
large l y due to the lower mean velocity in the sl i pstream as 
result of the friction, because, when we substitute for w 
the mean velocity measured (on the fin) in the cross section 
1.16 m distant fro m the plane of the plate , and when we com-
pute the corresponding c a values according to (18 ) , we 
have with 
A. = \0.213 
!0 . 30 
= 1. 53 
1.20 
This shows that the air load.s on a supporting surface 
within the slipstream are in close appro xi mation proportion-
al to the square of the mean velocity ( r eferred to propel -
ler disk area) at the particular po int . Howev e r , this ve-
locity is severely slowed up by the air friction and very 
di ferently from t he theoretical, defined accordine to the 
usual propeller theory, which makes mathematical anal ys is 
of th e forces difficu lt. 
The effect of chance of flow direction in the slip-
s t rep m is, as F i gu reI 9 rev e a 1 S. L l v e r s e . 
Assuming the angle between flow and mean sl i pstream 
direction as p roportional to 9 , that is : 
'Y = k yJ 
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the effe ctive mean angle of att a ck of the fin is: 
a = e cP - ry - af = (1 - k ) cp o 
and by constant velocity: 
c a = constant, = constant «1 = k)cp 
The rise of the c a ( cp ) curves is the refore diminished by 
the slip stream deflection in the ratio of (1 - k ). The 
emer gence of the fin from without the slipstream acts in the 
same sense. 
On the basis of the last diag ram (fig . 20) it can 
finally be ascertained that the stability of the airplane 
is increased b y the effect of the free slipstr eam on t h e 
horizontal tail s urface s and that this effect grows wit h 
the load rating of th e propeller. 
SUMMAR Y 
The quantity of air whic~ the di s k area described b y 
prop eller blades trav els through , is accelerated rearward 
confo r mably to the momentum of the fo rces acting on the pro-
peller . This accelerate d air ma ss fo r ms beh ind the propel -
ler the so-called slipstream, in w'lich among others, the 
mean velocity of advance is increased. 
I f the propeller axis slopes toward the relative flight 
direction, the slipstream direction likewise changes, i.e., 
it sets up a downwash behind the propeller. It was shown 
how this dev i ation c an be mathenati cally defined. The ca~ 
culation is in close agr e e ment wit h the experimental data 
except fo r abnormal slope of pr opell er axis to air flow di -
rection; with appreciable slope the mOllentum of the slip-
stream is partially split up in the surrounding air because 
of the circulation, and the downwash of the slipstream is 
diminished . 
A control surface attached behind the p ropeller finds 
it sel f in the ran g e of higher velocities and downwash by 
t~e yaw of the propeller, which increases with the slope . 
Th e effect of the velocity ipcrease is much mare p ronounced 
than that of the downwash, as a result of which the dynamic 
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ef f ect of a horizontal tail group in the slipstream is 
the reby increased. 
The deflection of the slipstrea m from the air-flow di-
r e c t i on can, at least for small yaw, be determined from the 
r u n ning conditions of the propeller. But the effect of 
s p e e d increase cannot be resolved with the conventional 
me t hod s of airfoil theory , because the flow is very dif f er-
e nt f ro m the uniform potential flow. Besides, the velocity 
i n t h e slip stream is not only slowed up by the . friction, 
bu t its distri bution also is totall y different at the p lace 
o f t h e attached sur fa ce from that in the plane of the bl a de 
a n d th e t h rust g ra d i ng , as result o f the coiling u p of t h e 
s p ira l vortex sur f aces. 
Ac c or d ing to the for mula 
L 
A = c a J tdxp 
o 
2 
W 
2 
Where w is, as be fo re, the v e locity far to the r ea r 
of t h e p lan e of t h e bla d e, th e li f t of a surface placed in 
the sl i p stream is too hi Gh. To insure the exact amount due 
ac coun t must be take n of this qu oted slowing up and differ-
e nt v el o city d istribu tion on the sur f ace together with the 
fa ct t h at the ran g e o f the hig her v elocities is of the s ame 
orde r of ma g nitude as t h e di mensions o f t h e control s u r fa ce. 
Th e eff e ct of the s lipstream on the control surfaces 
a n d t h r ou g h it on t h e st ab il i ty of t h e airplane can become 
cOllipa rativel y g reat es p ecially wit h hig hly loaded propellers, 
a f a ct wh ic h must be borne in mind in exact investi g ations 
of f ligh t conditions and stab ility of airplanes. Th e exa ct 
d e te r mi nation of this effec t is imp ossible until all t h e 
~ t ted flo w ph enomena in t h e prop el l er slipstream are amena-
b1 e t o mOre p recise t h eoret i cal and experimental analysis. 
Tr an slati on by J. Vanier , 
National Advisory Committ e e 
for Ae ronautics. 
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